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Further comments to the Draft Convention and the Draft Recommendations
have been received from:

Austria
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Germany

India
Philippines
United Kingdom
United Stateo

and are attached hereto.

It is thought that the following, also attached, may be of interest
to the Cohracting Parties:.

Conents and suggestions by the Legal Department
of the United Nations on the formal provisions
of the Draft Convention on Samples and Advertising
Material.

A sun.y of a'comunication from the Sec:reariat
of the International Civil Aviation Organisation
concerning their International Cargo Invoices.
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AUSTRIA

Draft Infterational glionak onConventi forpr the PFocse ofting ailita

the.iZM oron'o Cmmercial Slampies ad-Advetising Material

icleIIDuring the Geneva discussions the question had been raised whether the
wording of paragraph 1 stated explicitly the exemption of individual samples
as well as of aggregate pieces forming part of a sample collection. It seems
that the present text means that both kinds of samples are to be free of duty,
as results from the Annex to Article II in which mention is made of sample
collections (paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5 and 9). This Annex should be maintained.
Though it is impossible to draw up an exhaustive list of goods it must be
recognised that the Annex gives most valuable hints for doubtful cases. In
Austria the customs regulations include a similar list necessary as a guidance
to any person concerned. No reference is made in the Annex to embroideries.
It should be stated whether such kind of articles is covered by paragraph 5
or elsewhere included.

ArticleIIIParagraphs 7 and 8 as well as the passage in square brackets of paragraph
3 should be maintained. Identity cards are required in Austria by national
legislation and international commitments (the Convention for the Simplifi-
cation of Customs Formalities, Geneva, 1923).

ArticleIVIn paragraph 1 (b) of the present wording a weight limit of 200 grammes
is prescribed. This weight limit constitutes a restriction of advertising
possibilities. Voluminous and detailed propaganda material is generally
used today. As an example the catalogues for technical equipment and tools
as issued by manufacturers in industrial countries may be mentioned. Similar
examples could be found for agricultural products. It should be proposed,
therefore that the weight limit be expanded as much as possible.

Paragraph 1 exempts catalogues, price-lists and trade notices explicitly
under the provision that these documents refer only to goods "offered for sale.

This means that propaganda material not relating to goods offered for
sale, but imported together with goods sold or under other circumstances does
not fall under the exemption. Certainly it is true that in most of the cases
propaganda material relates to goods offered for sale; however, the enclosure
of such material to goods sold or loaned must be regarded as an act of propa-
ganda too. Originally the draft presented at Geneva stated that the
contracting parties shall exempt from import duties catalogues, price-lists
and trade notices accompanying imported goods provided that they correspond
in number to the number of such goods, and that they are sent free of charge
from the territory of another contracting party by a manufacturers or trader
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established in the territory of any contracting party (Document CP.6/W/2),
page 4). The ease of instructions for use should be considered which relate
to sold or loaned goods. Those instructions may be of highest importance for
the proper use of the goods. The previously drafted provisions could be
modified as follows:

"2) The Contracting Parties shall exempt from import duties
catalogues, price-lists and trade notices relating to imported
goods other than samples provided that their total weight does
not exceed ......... grammes, being catalogues, price-lists
and trade notices sent free of charge from the territory of
another contracting party by a manufacturer or trader established
in the territory of any contracting party. Catalogues, price-
lists and trade notices relating to samples are covered by
paragraph 1."

A special weight limit could be found for this provision.

The present paragraph (2) would be paragraph (3). The wording of the
new paragraph (3) must be slightly amended:

"(3) Without prejudice to paragraphs (1) and (2) of this article
no contracting party shall be obliged to grant exemption from
import duties for: ..........."

French Proposal relating to a System of "Carnets dePassage" for
Samples of Value

The system envisaged by the French Delegation is of great interest to the
commercial activities involved. As the problems raised by this proposal
require a very detailed study no definite comment on it could be made in the
moment.

Draft Recommendations on Documentary Requirements
and Consular Formalities

There are no objections to the present text of the recommendations in
principle. The question should be studied whether binding obligations could
be laid down.
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA 'O. 08WAI

ion for the PurposeofFaciDr Lnernal4.oall Convenlte. of' Pmilitating
and AdvertisingMaterialMg mj2J1&tJio of Cogaergia3. Igamles nR k~aerial

1 An or the Annex to Article II, containing an example of a list of samples
of Various goods, we propose that no such list should be included in the Convention,
but that the definition of commercial samples of negligible value should be given
in more detail in Article II1

20 Conaoening the invitation that the Contracting Prties supply information
as to the limits of weight, quantity or value of their present exemptions from
customs duties for the kinds of samples covered by the Annex to Article II, we
advise that in the Czeooslora customs regulations there are. o such limitations
and that the customs authorities grant exemptions for samples on the basis of
the legal definition of customsfree samples. This definition is.based on the
provision that samples cannot be sold or used for other purposes. In cases
mentioned aby the Annex to Article 1Ihe Czechoslov!'customs authorities gen-
erally grant exemptions. As far as commercial samples of foodstuffs and bever-
ages, respectively of other articles which could be used otherwise than samples,
are concerned, it dep.ends on the characte,r of each case (e.g who is the importer
in what form the article is imported) whether the customs authorities will grant
exemptions for such samples.

3. We believe that the advantage of customs registration of samples of commer-
cial value should not be tied to the presentation of identity cards by commercial
travellers, and'herefore we recommend that the second sentence of paragraph 3
and paragraphs 7 and 8 be deleted.

4. As taoe the limits of weight of advertisingmtrial exempted from customs
duties under paragraph 1(b) of Articmle IV, we recommend that the weight liit
be set at 500 grams.

5*We propose that the. ime-limit for re-exportation of cinematographic films
under Article V be set to a period of at least twelve months which could be
extended to another twelve months.

6. i Article VI, paragraph 3. of the Draft Convention we miss among the
usual exceptions the important exception concerning measures which are necessary
for security purposes.

7. The French proposal for a possible introduction of a certain system of
Carnet de Passages for commercial samples which are subject to customs duties
similar to the TIMcarpe is in our opinion interesting and could possibly
simplify customs formalities with such samples and perhaps be of advantage even
as far as foreign exchange is concerned (deposits of bonds in cash). It should
be further studied.
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The proposed recommendation on documents required for the importation of
goods, which tries to simplify customs formalities and to limit the number and
types of documents required for the customs clearance of imported goods in our
opinion improves the present situation and we agree with it.

In this connection we understand that paragraph 1 of Annex B (number of
documents required) leaves unchanged the obligation to submit the international
customs declaration of goods which is filled out by the sender and accompanies
the shipment. The Czechoslovak Customs Administration could not for the time
being abandon this requirement, particularly in railroad, road, and postal
transportation where manifests prescribed for air and water transportation
are not introduced and used.

We particularly favour the principle expressed in paragraph 4, because a
different procedure really causes considerable difficulties in exports and
results even in financial losses.

Consular Formalities
In the same way we agree with the recommendation concerning consular

formalities and aiming particularly at a general elimination of consular
invoices and at the lowering of fees for the verification of various consular
documents required by some countries for imports. These consular formalities
and fees are very often a real obstacle in the way of mutual exchange of goods
and are even misused for discriminatory policies.

We recommend that the rule contained in recommendation No. 5 be further
restricted so that no more than three copies of a consular invoice would be
required.
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DENMARKO6RK

DrInternationalaft te tioo1 Conventiopn frthe Puzr ose ogf Facilitatin
*hCommercialS of omra samples and Advrtising Material!

: t'''i I

The Danish Government find it useful that a list of samples of negligible
value benefiting from the provisions of Article II is included in the draft
Convention as an exemplified guidance for the customs authorities.

Under the Danish Tariff Act models and samples representing dutiable
products are exempted from import duties provided the customs authoritiesdeem
them useless for purposes other then the soliciting of orders.

mFurther, suh samples may be i.orted without licence.

The decision whether a product is a sample or not is thus to a wide extent
delegated to the customs authoritiens. Hence, the Danish Goverment are not
interested in the inclusion in the draft Convention of limits of weight,
quantity or value with regard to commercial samples to be exempted from import
duties.

Article III

Identity cards as those referred to in the said Article are not used in
enFrthneke oQtker. an, he Dalish Trae Act provides that, the acvities

of a foreign commercial traveller in Denmark are subject to his obtaining a
so"-called "entry permit as a licence for his acting as a representative of
foreign firmse. The issut"ing of ainge"ntry permi iscontnnt upon his
evidence, verified by an official certificate or otherwise, that in the country
whee the firm id.ituated it is entitled to -dalncin the products coioned,
and upon the traveller's possessing an authorization iissued by the firm n
question. i thve light of the abo' and considering that the provisions of
the draft Convention only deal with the treatment of goods, the Danish Govern-
ment considerm it expedient to oit from Article II of the draft Convention the
provisions concrds.erning identity ca Consequently, the only relevant
provisions will be those of Section 3, first paragraph,m providing for comer-
cial travellers to comply with the laws and regulations prescribed by the
authorities of the country where they exercise their commercial activities.

Article V

The Danish Government consider six months an appropriate period within
which the cinematograph films concerned should be re-exported.

Article VI

The Dganish Government aree that the items covered by the draft Convention
when not involving payment should be admtitted free of quanitative restrictions.
It will appear from the comIIments on Article Ithat theu-Danish Import Reg
lations already are in conformity w.ith this principle
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Draft International Convention for the Purpose of
facilitating the Importation of Commercial Samples

and Advertising MaterialAmendmentsproposed Observationsevt
nsert the following title:
hefinition and scop".e'

.1rce II: Insert the following' itle:
"Exemption from import duties
for samples of negligible
value".

Para- Insert the following which would
graph1: consolidate the second sentence:

"In cases when several samples
are imported in aggregate ship-
ments, the value of each individ-
ual sample alone shall be taken
into account".

A title should be added at the
beginning of each Article for
reasons of clarity.

do.

This addendum is necessary to make
it clear that the definition "of
negligible value" applies only to
each individual sample and not to
the aggregate shipment.

The fact that one shipment includes
several samples of negligible value
should not imply any difference as
compared with the importation of
one single sample.

The proposal in the report of
Working Party I, paragraph 2 a)
(ii), last sub-paragraph under
which the customs authorities, in
considering whether samples were
or were not of negligible value,
would be "at liberty to take into
account either the value of each
individual sample or the aggregate
value of samples forming part of
one consignment", would in
practice lead to a substantially
different and undesirable inter-
pretation of the text of Article
II, paragraph 1, which would
considerably lesson the value of
the Conventions.

Article I:
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Tho efhcit;-of thion would
the word''ss Gbnmnorchandisbe mie iat doa ctheat any other

'?* .treatmentdesignedtomakesamples:; ie|~ei to nck ip
nhfM -to naesape

.t.0.<.i o other. of their
intrinsic character as merchandise.

5___cA he i'ds tourin porf ora-
ks".6 tion" int the wo.?d "of dura

.st Line: substitute the word
*hara.cterstfr the w6rd1tvae",
Tnnza o Arti-ce II con be re.

;ticle^,t ned its entirety.

Auraffimaxing e.g.dblerks ( by way
of indelible stamping), toconfer
the chtcrr amof; asori, is.8a
commoncon mercial pi'~tice fQ;.
Certain items. Such practice would,
furthertrior, meet any requiromont0
that s4riples should be made useless.

Thib midification would be uiBefil
for the sake oif clarity

Thle pupose of, he ohvontion is to
ensure raxinn uifConrity-,in
appicdtlom. by 'en oumtihaa, o-
facilities for the rtatioi of
c~vt~rae~'ial ^o~pleu. Even though
the go rol principle of exreptions
front irt duti,'ea is laid down in
Article II, paragraph 1, it night,
in fact, be differently applied,
because of different interpretations
by the customs services, if the
Annex to Article II were not in-
corporated in the toxt.

On the other hands the list drawn
up by the Economic Cor'ittoo of the
League of Nations in 1935 would
ensure that only samples mentioned
therein as an illustration were
effectively exenpted from import
dui.4es subject to the limitations
invo.Lvod in restrictions and rooor-
v'ations, Furthernorey tho list
would enable customs services to
troat other cases by way of analogy.

As Gormny was not a participemt in
tho negotiations concoring the 1935
list, the Federal Ropublic proposes
various arienlnnts*
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AmendementsProposed Observations
Introduction, line4:

Substitute the words "the weight"
volume or value of each consign-
ment, for the words "the weight, or
volume of each consignment"

Attheendof theIntroduction
add the follwing

", to the extent that such limits
are not laid down in the follow-
ing paragraphs;"

para-
graph1

After the word " food stuffs"insert
the word ", tobacco".

Substitute the words "provided
that not more than 3 samnples of
each kind and quality are inclu-
ded" for the words "provided that
not more than one sample of each
kind and quality is included"

Although generally speaking, samples
referred to in Article II should be
of negligible value7 the explicit
mention of value over and above
restrictions relating to weight and
volume would be desirable..

This addition would be necessary
because it is proposed to determine
by way of convention the limits
that would be accepted in commercial
use with respect to various goods.

The word "foodstuffs" does not
include tobacco; it would, there-
fore, be necessary to have a com-
plete enumeration, as suggested in
the proposed addition.

In view of the fact that samples of
foodstuffs can be damaged or even
partially or totally destroyed in
the courses of the examination
effected in the importing country,
it would be necessary to lay down
that the authorised number of samples
for each kind and quality shall be
three,

Insert the following at the close
of Paragraph l:

"As regards goods listed below
the following maximum limits.
have been laid down:

as regards alcoholic beverages for
consumption purposes or spirits
to be used for mixing (finished.
products):
individual samples containing
not more than 50 cm 3:

As regards Samples of spirits,
tobacco, etc. it would be necessary
to lay down maximumlimits in order
to avoid any abuse in duty-free
importation of samples, in view of
the fact that in nearly every country
goods of this kind are heavily taxed
upon importation.



Amendements proposed Observations

as regards tobacco, including cigarette
paper:
exclusively sample packages contain-
ing, each, not more than three cigars
or five cigarettes or 10 gr. of smok-
ing tobacco, or 5 gr. of snuffs or
5 gr. of chewing tobacco or .10 cigar-
ette papers;

as regards coffee, not roasted, and tea:

all such goods in postal packages
not exceeding 250 gr. gross weight
when consignments are destined for
commercial undertakings in this branch
of industry -

as regards seeds of cereals and vegetables:
10 gr. of each kind, of brewing malt,
hops, seeds of broadleaved and
coniferous trees

The limit of 250 gr. gross weight
for customs exemption in the case
of postal packages shipped to
commercial undertakings in this
branch of industry would be necess-
ary in order to avoid any abuse in
duty free importation of samples of
goods of thiskind.

These limits of weight admitted
duty free are the usual limits
accepted for international ship-
ments of samples

all such goods in postal packages
not exceeding 250 gr. gross wight.
Preparations of coffee shall not be
granted duty free admission.

After the words leatherr, rubber"
insert the words "plastic materials"..

After the words tubese, cables,cords",
insert the words "or presented in any
other form".

Substitute "100 cm." for "10 cm"

Plastic materials have now become of

considerable importance in inter-
national trade; it is, therefore
desirable that they should be listed
together with other raw materials
and semi-products included in
paragraph 2.

The purpose of this edition is to
include also cast items of small

dimensions manufactured in foundries.

The adoption of 100 cm would be
necessry to take it possible to
submit samples also to breaking and
bending tests.,

Page 10

para-.
. . :

I
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Amendments Proposed Observations

At the end of the paragraph add the
words "and metal powders not exceed
ing 10 gr. in weight".

After the words "picture postcards"
1: insert the words "and containers".

Insert the following at the end of
paragraph 3 :
"Sample packets of sensitised paper
for photography when presented as
postal packages not exceeding 250.
gramms weight provided they can
be clearlyidentified as sample packets and
their value does not exceed the limit
value laid down by the importing
country

"Speciments of books, periodicals,
cartographic articles and printed
music, when their presentation makes
it possible to use them only as
specimens. In the case of other
complete works which can be used for
other purposes, several pages of the
text of each copy should bear the
mention "Specimen Prohibited for
sale" written in indelible ink in
letters of about 1 inch in size

This paragraph should be worded as
A, follows:

"Samples of textile fibres and
threads of all kinds showing the
size, quality or colour of such
textile fibres or threads".

In view of the fact that met-al powders
are not explicitly mentioned in para-
graph 2, it woulY. seen necessary th6t
they be listed separately. Samples
of 100 gr, are necessary in order to
take it possible to conduct dissolv-
ing tests which very often. have to be
made several times . Furthermore,
100 gr. of copper, tin, lead or zinc
powders represent a volume of not
more than 8 to 15 cm3.

The purpose of this addendum is to
include samples of empty containers
such as containers for soup and
broth preparations.

In view of the fact that samples of
photographic paper are not explicitly
referred to in paragraph 3, it would
be necessary to list,. theme separately.
It seems appropriate to leave the
importing country at liberty to lay
do'wn a maiximumvalue as regards upper
grades of photographic paper.

It seem necessary to list those
printed items separate in paragraph
3. In order to avoid any abuse in
the case of specimens of complete
printed works, the necessary steps
would have to be taken in order to
ensure that they shall be used only
as specimens.

It would be desirable to word para-graph 4 in more genera.terms The
proviso that such samplesshould be
arranged on cards is too restrictive
whereas in commercial use such
samples are also sent on wooden spoolss,
in skeins or otherwise

Para-
graph

Para
900.._
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Ammendments proposed_~~~_ _ qp__t__ Observations

It would be preferable to list textile
fibres separately because they are not
included in the phrase textile threads".

This paragraph should be worded Stock
as follows- in th

"Samples of manufactured goods Samples
such as articles of hosiery, be ex
bathing costumes; shawls hand- their
kerchiefs., ties gloves, gaiters. ance,
leather articles, hats, etc., The p
with deep cuts, or other clause,
depreciating marks which make the necessary
them useless as merchandise" more

to be

Substitute the words manufac- Sampl
tures of wood" for "wood". paragraph2.

After the words "of glass In order
bearing " insert the words specific
"one or". of samples

design

text paragraph pibe worded as follows: artic:

"9, Manufactures of iron, stool, The ol
or any other base metals, "affixed
such as cutlery, tools, other
screws, rivets, nails and include
small articles of all sorts small
of materials serving as com

ornaments or accessories in
the clothing trade, such as
buttons, buckles hooks,
affixed to cards or in single
samples of each size and of.
each kind or presented in any
other current commercial
fashion and constituting
genuine collections of
samples 11

.

ings and briefcases are included
e words "hosiery, leather articles".

es listed opposite often have to
examinod from the point of view of
appearance, sizes breaking resist-
elasticity, solidarity, etc.
resent wording for the restrictive
e makes it impossible to carry out
necessary text and therefore the
general text proposed would have
adopted,

es of wood are already covered in
'aph 2.

ler to avoid any ambiguity,ric mention should also be made
iples bearing onlyr one kind of

resent wording covrrs only small

Les and is therefore too limited.

bject of the addition of the words
xed onto cards or presented in anr
current comercial,way" is to
lep for example, nails shipped in

boxes in accordance with current
cial use .l

Para.7

.

Para-
graph8:k._-

para.
Or- h-21-
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Amendments propsed Observations

graph3-1: Substitute the words "manufactures
of plastic materials rubber
articles and chemical and pharma
ceutical products" for the words
"and chemical products".

Substitute the words "provided
there are not more than three
samples of each kind" for the
words
"provided there is only one
sample of each kind".

After the words "of colours"
insert the following:
" of varnishes".

On the other hands the words
"for painting and drawing"
should be deleted.

Insert the following titles
"Temporary Admission of Samples
of Saleable Value"

Add the following sentence at
the end of paragraph 4:
"Additional marks affixed by the
Customs authorities of the import-
ing country shall not be such
that tho article would no longer
constitute a sample.

In view of the ever increasing
importance of manufacturers of plastic
materials and rubber articles in
international trade, it is necessary
that these should be listed separately.
It is also desirable to include
separately pharmaceutical products
which, in various customs tariffs
are not classified under chemical
products 0

As regards samples of dyes etc.,
the ordinary practice is to send
more than one sample of each kind
and quality in every consignment

Varnishes are not specifically,
mentioned in paragraph 12; they
should therefore be listed separately.

This deletion is necessary if this
clause is not to be given too restric-
tive an interpretation.

See observations a- Article I.

This sentence would ensure that marks
would not be affixed in such a way as

..to make samples useless as such.

graph12:

article
'IL'1

hr
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Amendments proposed Observations

Paragraph 3. last sentence and
paragraphe and

The provisions between square Under the relevant German legislation
brackets relating to the identity ("Gewerbeordnung") the professional
card requirement should be identity card is required not only
retained. front German traders, but also from

foreign traders established in the
territory of the Federal Republic.
It is not at present envisaged to
rescind such legislative provisions.
Therefore, the elimination of the
identity card requirement under the
Convention would constitute an
advantage to any foreign trader, to
the detriment of German traders
which, for reasons of principle,
would not be acceptable.

Insert the following title:
"Duty-Free Importation of
advertising Materials"

graph 1: Paragraph 1 should be worded as
follows:
"1) Each contracting party shall

exempt from import duties
printed advertising material
(catalogues, price lists,
trade notices, posters,
directions for use, calen-
dars, professional and
foreign trade directories
and similar documents of
an essentially advertising
nature, when such items are
of paper or cardboard, even
in the form of books,
brochures or calendars) to
be used primarily for solicit-
ing orders of goods manufac-
tured abroad, provided such
printed advertising naterial
consists of articles manufac-
tured in the territory of the
exporting country and dis-
tributed free of charge by

See observations ad Article I.

The limitation of duty-free importation
to catalogues, price lists and trade
notices only is too restricted, in
view of the multiplicity and diversity
of advertising methods. Therefore, ..

posters, calend,rs professional and.i.
foreign trade directories and similar
documents, when of an essentially
advertising nature and manufactured of
pa or or- cardboard, should be regarded,
as advertising mate ial. :The effect
of the restrictive clause providing
that all such articles should be of an
essentially advertising nat e if' they
are to be treated as item referred to
in Article IV is to avoid that, for
instance, directories, a small part of
which only is taken up by advertisements
should also be admitted duty-free.
The provision relating to the advertising
nature and to free distribution by the
importer implies that such advertising
printed matter cannot be treated as
imported goods, as such printed matter

. -... ...
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Observations

the importer in the territory is of no saleable value.
of the importing country and
providing further that its
advertising nature be unquestion-
able".

Distribution free of charge of
advertising material printed in the
territory of the importing country
should constitute one of the pre-
requisites forexemption from customs
duties of printed advertising
material, otherwise its advertising
nature would be at least doubtful.

Although directions for use and in-
structions are not necessarily of an
advertising nature their presenta-
tion and contents often make them
suitable for publicity. The conclu-
sion of a special agreement on exempt-
ion from customs duties of directions
for use does not appear to be
appropriate, and it is therefore
desirable to include those items in
the present Draft Convention in view
of their importance in international
trade.

A limitation in the number of copies
or weight of printed advertising
material cannot be accepted as the
purpose of these provisions is to
facilitate international trade. In
view of the fact that such advertising
material cannot be regarded as merchan-
dise, as indicated above, any limita-
tion in the number of copies or weight
would amount to a restriction in the
domain of commercial publicity which
is of considerable significance in
international trade, and would there-
fore be contrary to the spirit of the
Convention.
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Amendmentsproposed

Substitute the phrase

2. sub- "printed advertising material"
paragraphs for the words "catalegues,
a).b) & price lists and trade notices".

Ad.2 b): After the words "the name"
insert the words "or the
trade mark".

Article Insert the following title:
V: "Temporary Admission of

Advertising Cinematograph
Films".

Before the words "or operation",
insert the following:
"the manufacturing process".

After the words 11of products
or equipment" insert, the
following:
", or used exclusively to
advertise a specific item".

Delete tho following phrase:
"whose qualities cannot be
adequately demonstrated by means
of samples or catalogues".

Paragraph a): after the words
"offered for sale" insert the
words "or for hire".

Observations

Thismodification is a corollary to the
proposal relating to paragraph 1.

Typical trade marks which are often used
in trade are fully adequate to give
information as to the origin of the
goods.

Sea observations ad Article I.

Purely advertising cinematograph films
can demonstrate not only the type and
the working of machines, but also the
manufacturing process.

This additionwould emphasize the adver-
tising nature of such films and would
also preclude any unduly restrictive
interpretation of the concept of adver-
tising which is the necessary pre-
requisite to exemption from import duties.

The Customs Services are not competent
to decide whether the qualities of a
product can be adequately demonstrated
by samples or catalogues.

In order to promote international trade,
the facilities provided for in this
Convention should also apply at thesame
time to all modern commercial adver-
tising media. In other words, it should
bo possible to advertise a specific
product by means of samples as well as
advertising films.

Special machines can also be shipped
abroad for a given period for hiring
purposes. The addendum would cover
this possibility.
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Amendments proposed

Last paragraph: substitute the
words '"six months" for the square
brackets.

-41r4c Insert the following title:
UL "Exemption from Import Prohibi-

tions and Restrictions".
At the end of the paragraph add

zrmh- 2 the following:
"and not exceeding 20 per cent
of the value of the respective
.roductaft

At the end of the sentence add
sa~h Ss the following:

"Sanples of manufactures of
precious metals which are exempt
from import duties on the ground
that they are being granted
tenporry admission shall be
oxbnpt from hall-marking require-
nents provided they are ro-
".po~rted"

Insert the following title:
VL, "Facillties reLating to

Forralities and Publication
of Requirements relating thereto".

oWr Delete the phrase beginning with
WMA AZL the words "in such a manner as

to enable persons" down to the
end of the paragraph.

Artioa Insert the following title:
VIII e"Settlemnt of Disputes".

observations

The period allowed for re-exportation
should be adequate to allow for general
public. exhibitiomato as imny customers
as possible without being pressed for
tire .

See observations ad Article I.

It would be desirable to determine the
raxitum amount of the special security
to be deposited, otherwise undue
security requiremmnts right nake it
impossible to send samples of goods
imports of which are restricted.

Requirements relatimg to hall-narking
of samples cf manufactures of precious
metals, in force in certain countries
lay down substantially different
standards of fmplians. Conplir-ce
with ouch different requirements makes
it necessary to manufacture special
samples from which there result
considerable technical difficulties and
also considerablee.xpenditurov Complete
exm ption froxi hall-marking sequirement.
relating to mamples of manufactures of
precious metals is therefore desirable
in the interest of the expansion of
internationalitrade and Is in conform-
ity with the spirit of this Convention.

See obeervAtions, ad Irticle I.

The latter part of the sentence relates
only to reasons in support of the
former part of t e sentence.

See obserArtions ad Ixticle I.
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Amendments proposed Observations

Article Insert the following title:
IX: "Ratification".

Para- After the words "MemberStates"
graph 1: insert the words "of the Economic

and Social Council".

Article Insext the following title:
"Accession".

Article Insert the following title:
XI: "Entry into Force".

If the reciprocity clause is to
be included, substitute "seven"
for the square brackets; other-
wise insertthe figure "twenty".

Article Insert the following title:
XII: "Denunciation".

Para- Substitute the word "two" for
graph 1: the square brackets.

Article Insert the following title:
XIII: "Exctension of Scope".

Artiele Insert the following title:
XIV "Notification of Status of the

Convention to the Contracting
Parties".

See observations ad Article I.

The accession of stated which are not
contracting parties to the GATT or
members of the United Nation should
be facilitated in the sense that
eligibility willbe declared not by
the General Assemblybut by the
Econonic and Social Council of the
United Nations.

See observations ad Article I.

See observations ad Article I.

See observations ad ArticleI.

See observations ad Article.I.

This duration of validity is proposed
to ensure some degree of stability.

See observations ad Article I.

See observations ad Article I.

... . , ..
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Draft Recommendations on Documentary Requirements

the Importation of Goods ;

Proposed Amendments

After t(ii) commercial invoices,
etch" add the -ollowing sub.
paragraphs
I(sii) manifestB f.r sea or air,
transport".

The last sub-paragraph in para-
graph 1 should be worded as
follows:
"The specific mention of these
documents does not mean that
documents such as customs entry
or declaration forms or import
licenses can be dispensed with.
It is also understood that in
certain circumstances the produc-
tion of other documents such as
certificates of origin, insurance
papers, sanitary certificates,
etc. may be required".

At the end of paragraph 3 add
the followings
"The sane would apply to shipping
and forwarding agents acting on
behalf of the exporter or
importer".

Observations

Manifects are among the commercial
documents gQnerally required for trans-
port by sea gnd air. Listing them
separately under (iii) establishes a
more precise distinction between ordin-
ary commercial documents and exceptions
listed in the following sub-paragraph.

This new wording would logically result
not only from the amendment proposed
above, but in particular from the need
for asolishing conaular invoices in
the last sub-paragraph. In view of
the fact that under the draft
recommendations on consular formalities
the abolition of consular invoices is
generally recommended, it would be
preferable not to mention consular
invoices in~the last sub-paragraph.

The statistical and customs forms both
for export and import purposes are
usually submitted by shipping and/or
forwarding agents on behalf of the
exporter or importer.
This adden um would be -necessary to
ensure that the declaration submitted
by shipping or forwarding agents shall
also bo recegnised by tho contracting
parties.

Para-

ra,*

4

.. . I. -
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Proposed Amendments Observations

After the word "importer" add the
words "or the shipping or forward-
ing agent".

The following sentence should
graph5: constitute the first sentence of

the first paragraph:
"Governments should endeavour to
secure international simplifica.-
tion of weights and measures".

Same observations as for previous
paragraph.

Despite difficulties that raise
obstacles in the way of standard
international regulations concerning
weights and neasures, it would be 4
desirable, in the interest of inter-
national trade, specifically to stress
this objective.

The following should be added
at the beginning of what is
now the first sentence in
paragra:h 5i
Af":terwhile governmantal
authorities" insert the
following: "so long assthie
objective has not been achi".ed

ra-
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Draft Recommendations on Consular Formalities

Proposed Amendments

Para- Paragraph 2 should be worded
graph 2: as follows:

"However so long as certain
governments find it impossible,
for reasons genuinely, connected
with their customs regulations,
to dispense with these documents
and visas, etc., etc.,"

Sub- para- Add the followings
graph 1"Consular invoices, certificates

of origin, nanifests, etc.,
relating to consignments of goods
not exceeding U.S. %10.00 (or the
equivalont in foreign currency)
in value should beexempt from
fees charged for consular visas".

Para- After the word "exporter" add
graph2: the following:

"or by the shipping or forwarding
agent".

Para-

graph3:
After the word "exporter"
add the following
"or by the shipping or forwarding
agent".

At the end of paragraph 3 add the
following word:

"without requesting that
altogether new documents be
submitted;"

At the end of the text of these draft
recommendations add the following sentence:

"If a time limit is laid down for
submission of documents to the
consular authorities, Sundays and
holidays should not be taken into
account".

Observations

The substitution of the words "so long
as" for the word "should" logically
results from the objective laid down
in the first paragraph as regards the
abolition of consular invoices,
consular visas for commercial invoices,
etc.,etc. This modification would
also explicitly remind the Contracting
Parties that they should endeavour to
achieve this objective.

In view of the fact that consular fees
for the certification of documents
relating to consignments of small
importance are often out of proportion
to the value of such consignments, it
would be necessary to lay down a
maximum value if the exemption from
consular fees were to be granted.

In practice, it is often the shipping
or forwarding agent who is requested
by the exporter to take care of for-
malities relating to exportation.
This addendum would be necessary to
ensure that the shipping and forwarding
agents are also recognized by consular
authorities.

Same observation as above.

In case mistakes are made in good
faith, corrections of the documents
already submitted should be pervitted
in order to avoid undue formalities.

Such a provision would certainly
facilitate international trade.
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INDIA

Draft International Convention for the Purpose of Facilitating
the Importation of Commercial Samples and Advertising Material

No comments.

Article II. paragraph1
The words "bona fide" may be addedbetween the words "import duties"'

and "samples". The question whether the value of each sample or the aggregate
value of samples forming part of one consignment should be taken, into account
in determining whether the samples are of "negligible value", may be left to
be decided by the customs authorities in the light of all circumstances
of the importation.

Article II paragraph2

At the end of this paragraph, the last line may read as " .. but not,
however, so as to destroy their value and utility as samples".

Annex to Article II

It is noticed that paragraph I of Article II already provides for the
exemption from import duties of samples of goads of all kinds provided they
are of negligible value. The Annex may, however, be retained as it is but
provision may be made for re-examination of the list at a later stage in the
light of experience gained and on the basis ofany confusion or abuses which
might have taken place.

No limits with regard to weight, quantity or value of present exemptions
for articles covered by the Annex have bone prescribed hitherto in India
because such a concession is not in operation. The existing practice is to-
admit free of duty only samples of no commercial value.

As the list is intended to be only indicative of the articles to which
special favour has to be shown, it seems unnecessary to be meticulous as to
the limits of weight, quantity or value before the articles which are bona
fide samples, can be shown the concession of exemption from duty.

As in the opening paragraph of the Annex, importing countries are being
allowed to lay dawn limits, it will be appropriate to delete the words occurring
in paragraphs 1 and 11 "..... and that the weight orvolume of these products
does not exceed the limits laid down by the importing country as compatible
with the character of samples".

The Government of India consider that it is unnecessary for commercial
travellers, traders or anyone carrying samples to be in possession of Identity
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Cards. Paragraphs 7 and 8 and the portion of paragraph 3 in square brackets
may, therefore, be deleted,

Paragraph 1 (c) of this Article needs to be reworded. As it stands,
it might prevent a legitimate demand from an agent in country B from asking
a manufacturer in country A for samples of his products. This is not
obviously the intention of this paragraph. It is, therefore, desirable to
alter the wording.

Article IV

The figure of 200 grams indicated in square brackets as an illustration
of the total weight to be exempted, is acceptable, provided that the catalogues,
price-lists and trade notices are supplied gratis,

The words "supplied gratis and" may be inserted between the words
"notices" and "imported" occurring in the opening sentence of paragraph 1.

Article V

The time-limit for re-exportation fixed for the products felling under
the provisions of paragraph 5 of Article III is adequate for the purposes
of this Article also.

In order to make the sense quite clear, the words "and shall not be
screened for general exhibition to the public" may be substituted for the
words "but not for general exhibition to the public" at the end of (b).

Article VI

In paragraph 3, a contracting party should be authorized to impose
prohibition or restrictions in the interest of public security also.
paragraph 3 (a) may be amplified to read "necessary to protect public morals
and security".

Articles VII-XIV

No comments.

Draft Recommondations on Documentary Requirements for the Importation
of Goods

Paragraph 1. Number of Documents Required
As it is very often necessary for customs purposes to heck the evidence

of payment, the words "bank draft or other evidence of payment" may be added
after the words "production of other documents such as Certificate of Origin".

(a) Add "(iii) manifests, in the sasu of sea or air transport" after (ii).
(b) The word "manifests" occurring in the penultimate sentence of this

paragraph may be omitted.
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Paragraph2.Combined Standard Invoice

Add the words "not proportionate to the value of the goods" at the end
of the paragraph.

Draft Recommendations on Consular Formalities

To the rules which are proposed to be prescribed for being observed by
the coniular authorities in the country of exportation; the follow rules
maybe added:

(i) In case an assurance regarding the issue of an import licence is
required as a condition of consular legalisation of sipping
documents in the country of exportation, a reliable communication
giving the number of import licence should be deemed as sufficient;

( ii) Where time limits are laid down for the presentation of the docu-
ments through the consular offices, due account should be taken
of the incidence of bublic holidays.
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PHILIPPINES

Draft Internationl Convention for thePurpose of Facilitating
the Importation of Commercial Samples andAdvertising Material

Article II. paragraph1

The Philippine Government agrees with the concept of the term "negligible
value" i.e., that the samples be of such character that the Contracting Parties
were prepared to ignore their value for customs purposes. The determination of
whether a sample could be considered as of "negligible value" must be understood
to be left to the Contracting Party concerned.

Annex to Article II

The Philippine Government maintains no regulations as to the limits of
weights, quantity or value of its present exemptions nor does it have a list
of examples of articles granted exemption. However, it agrees in principle to
the inclusion of this Annex.

Article III. subparagraph1(a)

The amendment of this subparagraph to read as follows is suggested:

"that they are duly identified on importation and can
be so identified upon re-exportation;"

Paragraph 2

The amendment of this paragraph to read as follows is suggested:

"Samples which are chargeable with import duties shall, when
imported from the territory of another Contracting Party, with
or without the intervention of a commercial traveller, by a manufacturer
or trader established in the territory of any Contracting Party, be
temporarily admitted into the territory of any of the Contracting Parties
free of import duties, provided that the Contracting Party concerned may
limit to an amount not less than five thousand United States dollars
($5,000.00)the value of samples subject to this exemption in one single
importation, and that import duties and any other amount that may be
payable be deposited or security be given for payment if necessary."

Artcle III. bracketed sentence in paragraph3and bracketed paragraphs7 and 8

The Philippine Government takes the same view as the United States

The Philippine Government believes that the identity card may be made
an optional requirement.
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representative that it would find difficulty in applying the provisions of
this paragraph as at present drafted. To give time to customs authorities
to release the securities, collect duties, if any and comply with other
requirements, it issuggested that the following sentence be added to this
paragraph: . . . .. ..

"The Contracting Party coecerned my however, require tho
surrender of samples on mere-thanrefund is desired not*'zierw4-h
five (5) days, exclusive of.Sundays and holidays, before re-exportation.

The Philippine Gorern"aonj cuggests that the phrase lsubaeat to the
cocletions laid down in that Artileb" (erticle III) be understood to moan
the conditions enumerated in Article III of the draft Convention including
the amendments proposed by.it relative to said Article, ioe., amendments'to
subparAgraph 1(a) and paragraph 2 of Lrticle III.

The Philippine Government also suggests that the "period allowed for
re-exportamuon in the less of such films umst be.not 1o0 than" four (4) months,

Article XII

The Philippene Gomumnment suggests that tho mining period within which
the.Convention must be in force before any Contracting Party ma denounce it
by notifieation of denunciation to the Socretary-General of the United Nations
be fixed for one (1) year.

on Documentary Requirementsfor they RgaiRomontl for the
nrtation of Goodg

'he ehilippine Governmont offers no objectionmeo the Draft Recomondations
oniDocetientary Requmremcnts for the Inportation of Goods. However, it wishes
to make' the observation in connection with paragraph 5 thereof,We
Megaeurel that should exporters express weights amd measures in terrs of the
weights and measures omportation,ry of inportition, it would facilitate the
prmcessing of umentsnmercial doc=aents by cuanoms authorities dad thereby
expedite commrcial transactions.

ommendations on Consular Formalitiessu.OVu Fornalitie

Law and regulations f the Philippine.Government require the charging of
a fee for the certification of consular invoices. A a corrected consular invoice
would require another certification, a nominal fee is charged therofor. It is
suggested, therefore, that paragraph 3 be amendeows: read as follcn v

.no additional charges or only nominal foes, if any, should be imposed
for mistake made in good faith by the exporter in drawing up the documents,
and within reasonable limits corrections should be permitted;"
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UNITED KINGDOM,

Draft International Convention for the PurposeofFacilitating
the Importation of Commercial SamplesandAdvertising Material

The United Kingdom after further study of the draft Convention comsiders
that some amendments are required to the text and has prepared a revised text
which is attached. This shows the amendments in conjunction with the existing
text. Included in the notes below are explanations of the reasons for the
main changes proposed.

Article II

The essential purpose of the Convention is to facilitate international
trade, and when paragraph 1 speaks of "Samples ........ only to be used for
soliciting orders", it means the soliciting of orders for similar goods which
areto be imported from abroad, and not the soliciting of orders for similar
goods which are made in the country into which the samples are imported.
This is also the intention underlying paragraph 3, but a literal interpreta-
tion of its wording would withhold the exemption from a card of samples which
a foreign manufacturer's agent established in the country of importation
asked his foreign principals to make up for him, to be used for securing
orders for goods to be imported. To avoid this defect in paragraph 3, the
United Kingdom suggests that paragraphs 1 and 3 of the Article be telescoped
into a single revised paragraph,

Further, the phrase "shall be made useless" in paragraph 2 is literally
contradicted by the concluding phrase "but not, however, so as to destroy
their value as samples". To avoid this difficulty the suggested text omits
the words "shall be made useless".

Annex to Article II

During the discussions in the Working Party at the Sixth Session, the
United Kingdom was strongly of the opinion that it was illogical and undesir-
able to incorporate in the Convention a detailed list of articles or commo-
dities to be admitted free as samples, becauseArticle II already gives an
entirely general commitment to allow samples of any goods of negligible value
to be admitted free. This view received considerable support, as is indicated
in the report of the Working Party,

The United Kingdom is still of the opinion that the Annex to Article II
is unneceasary and that accordingly there is nothing to be gained by detailed
examination of quantity limits which various countries fix at present or
consider that they might be prepared to fix in future. In any case, closer
examination of the draft Annex to Article II shows that it is difficult to
produce any such statement of quantity limit. So far as the United Kingdom
is concerned, almost all the articles mentioned in paragraphs 2-12 of the
Anex are liable to ad valorem, not specific, duties, and it is therefore not
possible to state any fixed quantitative limit, It is not even possible to
state a limit of value since the goods in the list are so diverse and their
values differ so greatly that no common limit for value, even in respect of
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goods falling within the same paragraph of the Annex, can be states;even
if it were possible to fix such a limit, it would need constant adjustment
in the light of changing levels of value, Moreover, in the opinion of the
United Kingdom the duty-free admission ofsamplesof negligible value cannot
be based on any single criterion sudh as quantity or value. The real purpose
of Article II is to distinguish for preferential treatment the bonafide
trade sample; and, in determining, whether a sample is to be admitted free
of duty, not only its quantity and value but alsoall the ciroumstanoes
attending the importation need to be taken into account.Thus, where the
general circumstances clearly indicate an importation of bonafide trade
samples, it may well be possible to give a more generous interpretation of
"negligible value" than is possible in other cases.

Artile III. paragraph1

It appears to the United Kingdom that this paragraph might be imgravel
by redrafting, for thea same reasons as apply in respect of Article II,
namely to remove the obscurity as to the purpose for which samples are to be
sent from abroad. The new text which is proposed does not reproduce sub-
aragraph (b) of the text in GATT/CP.6/36 since this sub-paragraph seems

very difficult of precise application. It seems to suggest that there are
certain criteria, by way of quantity or value by which a genuine sample can
be detected, but it is doubtful whether such criteria exist and in the
absence of them the sub-paragraph merely serves to blur an intention which
should be clear-out and precise.The United Kingdom considers that the
revised text offers sufficient security against any possible abuse of
the concessions, Darticularly in view of (i) its reference to the purpose
of importation, (ii) ihe condition that the samples are not sold er
intended for use or sale.

In paragraph 1 (a) it is proposed to omit the words "By the sender"
since the production of the goods may not be contemplated by the sender
himself who may be a merchant obtaining the goods from a manufacturer.

A reference to Article VI has been inserted after the words "and any
[ether]amount that may to payable". The "other amount" in the text in
GATT/CP.6/35 was presumably intended to refer to an amount payable under
Article VI; this is made clear in the tezxtas amended. The provision for
deposit must be confined tio import duties and the securities or guarantees
required under Article VI, and should not refer to other undefined amounts,

Moreover, paragraph S of the Article might possibly be otherwise held to
imply that Contracting Parties were required to refund fees and charges
outside the definition of "import duties" in Article I (a).
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Paragraph 2 lastsentence, and paragraphs7and8
The United Kingdom is in favour of the omission of the provisions

relating to identity cards.

Article IV

The wording of this Article appears on further study to be not
entirely satisfactory and the new text of paragraph l is intended,
without altering the sense in any way, to make the meaning clearer.

Article V

The United Kingdom considers that the period allowed for re-exportation
of films under this Article should be six months and sees no reason for,
a different period from that laid down for the samples covered by Article III.
If this is agreed, the words in lines 1 and 2 of the first paragraph of the
Article and the last sentence of the Article can be omitted,

Article VI. paragraph1
On examination of this. Article, the United Kingdom has come to the

conclusion that it does not go wide enough in its exemption of samples
from import restrictions. It deals with goods covered by Articles UI, III,
IV and V of the Convention, i.e. goods which are exempted from duty, but
does not refer to goods which are ordinarily tree of import duties, It is
doubtful whether goods which are ordinarily free of import duties can be
said to "qualify for exemption from import duties by virtue of Article II
or Article IV". It is certain that such goods cannot "qualify for temporary
duty-free admission by virtue of the provisions of Article III or Article VI'
because both these Articles expressly relate to, goods "which are chargeable
with import duties." It, therefore, seems necessary to cover the goods
ordinarily free of import duties, and sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) have been
amended accordingly.

The last ten words of the paragraph (as it appears in GATT/CP.6/36)
have been amended in order that payments by the consignee for the services
of forwarding agents, carriers and the like should not be prohibited.

Swggested newparagraph 1A and paragraph2
The intention of the now paragraph 1A and the re-draft of paragraph 2

of this Article is:-

(a) to extend its provision to goods ordinarily free of import
duties (as in paragraph 1)

(b) to make clear that the waiving of import restrictions
extends only to the period for which exemption from duty
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is permitted and, the other side of this; that the
application of measures which would otherwise have
been applicable can only take place at the end of
that period;

(a) to make clear that re-exportation can only be required
for goods which are normally subject to prohibitions
or restrictions;

(d) to remove the implication that Article 211 or Article V
provide for admission as such, as opposed to exemption
from duty (admission being governed by Article VI).

Article VII

The new text is suggested as expressing more directly the intention.
of this article.

Articles XI andXII
The United Kingdom would suggest for the consideration of the

Contacting Parties that the Convention should come into force when ten
Governments have deposited their Instruments of Ratification or Accession
and that the Convention should have an initial period of duration of fivsa
years before denunciation becomes possible.

Reomendations on DocumentaryRequirements
fortheImportation ofGods

The United Kingdom strongly supports the greatest possible
simplification of documentary requirements consistent with obtaining
the minimm essential information required by government. They have
proposed in a separate note that the Contracting Parties should agree to
abolish consular invoices and consular visaa. If the consular Invoice
is no longer required, then the question of combining it with the
commercial invoice would not arise and the recommendation for a combined
standard invoice form would relate onjy to the combination of the
commercial invoices with the certificate of origin. In the absence of
agreement to abolish the consular invoice the United Kingdom would, howevor.
support its assimilation to the commercial invoice.

The International Chamber of Commerce Resolution recognised that the
standardisation of commercial invoices involved difficultieswhich could
not be settled immediately and which required further study by the I.C.C.
The United Kingdon consider that the proposal to combine the certificate
of origin with the commercial invoice is also not without difficulties
and their examination of the problern suggests that these difficulties may
be serious enough to outweigh any advantages there may be in
substituting one document for two. If the same amount of infor-
maton. continues to be required on cortificates of origin, the more
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amalgamation of the forms would not in any case result in a significant
saving of time to traders and there may be occasion when it would be a
positive advantage to have the certificate of origin as a separate document
Requirements in respect of the commercial invoice - number of copies,
number of original or other signatures - may be different from requirements
in respect of the certificate of origin and it my therefore in some cases
be a waste, rather than a saving, of material and time to combine the two
documents, Moreover,.'where goods are sold and resold, the seller may well.
be unwilling to pass on to their customers a certificate of origin which
carries with it a copy of the original invoice from the original supplier,
In addition, since the details required in certificates of origin vary from
country to country there would be difficulty in devising a uniform lay-out
in respect of the entries constituting the certificate of origin.

The United Kingdom has no comments to make on any of the other items
in these draft recommendations. United Kingdom practice is fully in
accordance with what is proposed.

Draft Recommendations on Consular Formalities

1. As was made clear at the Sixth Session of the Contracting Parties, the
United Kingdom consider that the recommendations regarding consular formal-
ities should be strengthened. It has for a long time been the view of the
United Kingdom - and it is constantly reinforced by the commercial community -
that the formalities imposed by most of the countries which require consular
invoices or visas are a serious burden to traders and a hindrance to inter-
national trade which is not justified by the possible usefulness to the
governments concerned of the certification of information. Acceptance by
all contracting parties of the recommendations put forward by the Working
Party regarding the rules to be observed in those eases where consular invoices
and visas are retained would go only a little way torards the removal of the
sources of complaint by traders. Indeed the recommendations amount to
little more than an amplificration of the provisions of Article VIII of the
General Agreement. The United Kingdom, therefore, considers that the
Contracting Parties should go to the root of the matter and not merely urge
the abolition of these documents but formally agree to abolish them within
a defined period,

24 The introduction to the draft recommendations in the Working Party's
Report draws attention briefly to the objectionable feature of the system of
consular formalities. Instances could be quoted from many countries of
regulations requiring fees out of proportion to the cost of the services
rendered and, In effect, constituting an extra tax on the importation of
goods; of time-wastIng proceduras and of excessive fines end extra charges
for mistokes made in good faith. In some cases the complexity of the
regulations appearrs to be incronsing rather than decreasing e.g. by
requirements for the registration of exporters at Consulates, for the
addition of new certificates and declarations, to be visaed by Consuls
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for the verification of details in invoices, and by the imposition of
additional rule requiring a quite unreasonbly exact correlation between
the valuesshown on shipping documents for legalisation by Consulsand the
valueson the corresponding import licences. * .

3.United Ti±ted Kingom, therstrongly ronglrurge th t theactContreOing
Pshould Sh&1e togre,$t bolish. consular sinvdoice au Covisas. 4tAIA
Thi woulonotreduce nduce the iempe imnts.to trade amonContractingraotiw
P themselves eluesobit wauld.serve as an e ample. to countries.nties.
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UNITED STATES

In accordance with its policy of supporting efforts to reduce barriers
to international trade the United States subscribes to the principles and
objectives of the draft convention and draft recommendations. The following,
comments on the draft Convention and draft Rocomendations include informa-
tion and comments requested in the report of the Sixth Session Working Party
on the I.C.C. Resolutions.

Draft International Convention for the purpose of facilitatingthe
Importation of Commerical Samples and AdvertisingMaterial

Article II. Despite the statement of the majority of the members of
the Working Party that "the wording of paragraph 1 could be interpreted by
customs authorities to mean that, in considering whether samples were, or
were not, of "negligible value", they were at liberty to take into account
either the value of each individual sample or the aggregate value of samples
forming part of one consignment, in the light of all the circumstances of
the importation", the United States continues to believe that it is necessary
to add language to the article itself which will clarify the point. It is
the view of the United States authorities that the present wording of Article
II, paragraph 1, implies that negligibility of value is to be based on values
of individual articles, but existing United States law requires the "aggregate"
value to be used as opposed to the "individual" value. Unless the ambiguity
is remeved, misunderstandings right arise concerning the conflicting inter-
pretations of the provisions of the Convention. If the meaning of the
paragraph is clear to all the other Contracting Parties, it would appear to
be desirable to prevent ground for confusion and nisunderstranding. Therefore,
the United States proposes that the following language be added to paragraph
l Article II:

"In determining whether samples are of negligible value the
customs authorities of the territory of importation may consider
the values of individual samples or the aggregate value of all
the samples in one shipment. The values of shipments for
different consignees shall not be aggregated for the purpose of
this paragraph oven though they arrive at the frontier of the
territory of importation at the same time."

The second sentence of the suggested language provides for the extension
of the benefits of Article II to each shipment to a separate consignee even
if the shipments arrive at the frontier of the importing country at the sarao
time. The effort to develop interest in a given product through samples
usually involves the sending of small quantities of tho product simultaneously
to an appreciable number of different possible buyers. Exporters need to
have definite assurance that the value of such shipments to differctn
consignees would not be aggregated by the custor.is authorities althouC~h they
arriveo at the frontier of the country of importation at the same time. Other-
wise the Convention will larger fail in its purpose of facilitating, trade
expansion through the duty-froe admission rf consignmonts of samples that are
individually of negligible value.
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Annex to Axticle II

The Working Party gave considerable attention to the quest ion of whether
a non-exclusive list ofsamples to benefit from the treatment provided in
Article II should be included. The United States believes that it is
unnecessary to endeavour to work out a partial list of items all of which
should be covered by ,the genera and simple definition of Article II, samples
of negligible value to beused only for soliciting orders. Seme of the
difficulties of working out such a list were suggested in the Working Party
report. It is the view of the United States Government that such a listing,
now embodied tentatively in an Annex to Article II, not be includedd in the
Convention. . .. ..

With respect to the limits of weight, quantxty, or value of the edisting
exemptio s trem enited States ered cs cn aticles cov'rC.d by the paragraphs
of the proposed Anex tolArticle II; the o ly -imiiedwhich wouldabe applid by
the thited States utvalue limits/.aws ersamples3 limit,. Thp a&uplos of
negligibuld alnter umerated coLd.1 er ter the United States.duty free wiihin the
limits of Z ctiona 2L of theaTariff Act, of 1930, cs amended. This Section
aethorszes c i.sms colloctor -to permit the entry into the United Stases by one
person in onae day of goods$1.grgegting not over 4 00 in value froe of duty
and taxes.

In the light, ot oxiatingamples permitted ws, sn lops.po .ttcd entry.free
ot duties and tax undu dere Annex II or lxer tII wouldx to. Article 1I w;iUl
be those items pormitted free entry undep ption erms of the exomtt.lon of
-Sectict.321 of the Tariff ACtb

Article IIIt

As pointed cvt 1n' tho ropcrt ct U-ie WiOaking Party, in virw^of te1o organi-.
zation of the Unitod States cuszoru adm-hiJstrat'son and of the-.general syrsto.M
controlling all disbursemencts by United Statos Govornonat agenciois, tho
U.1it-:L.tcw GovOrnmenrt COLL1d not at. this timae apply the provisions of para-
graph F. ts now drafted, Recognizing the desirabi.l.ity of fa;lilitatin-Ithe
arrangements covered by poragraph c, the Unized Statee proposes 1hant after the
word "authority' In the first sentence adC, the fllloewi.ng:. Tor shal) be
effected by official remittance promptly."

; majority of the Working' Party opposed the inpil'ieion of ^,ly reference to
"identity cards" because such a roference in the draVft ConventiOn would serve
to perpetuate a formality required by very few gov-r.-nine, ts and which, if
maintained by any one contracting' party, r.;oiftd required ullI contuzacting parties
to institute machinei-yr for t~ho issuance of identity cade The United States
concurs in the view, of the majority and continues to believe that af .references
to identity cards should be oraitto)d from the draft Convorition., Accordingly,
the United States recommends. paragraphs 7 and 8 and tho.brackeited sentence of
paragraph 3 be deleted4
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Article IV

Tho Sixth Session Working party considered it was unnecessary to include
a provision on travel literature since this was adequately covered by the
UMESCO Convention on the Tnportation of Educational, Scientific toid Cultural
Datorial aid the Touring Convention. Since the UMSCO Convention may not
have wide application for sometime and since the provisions on travel litera-
ture may not bo retained in the proposed Touring Convention, the United States
recommends the inclusion of travel literature in Article IV, paragraphs 1 and 2.

With respect to the weight limit for packages containing multiple copies
of advertising matter, the United States suggests that the limit should be set
at 500 grams. Five hundred grams (1.1 pound) would bo a more useful limit
than the 200 gram limit suggested in the drafts It might be noted that
samples of no commercial value ma'y now be sent by "Sample Post" to most coun-
tries up to 18 ounces (roughly 500 grants) at reduced postage rates and that
such packages are understood usually to be given expeditious clearances.

The United States does not believe it to be necessary or desirable to
impose the limitation now provided by paragraph 2(c) on the benefits to be
accorded by paragraph 1.. It is suggested, first, that paragraph 2(c) be
deleted and, second, that the last sentence *of paragraph l be revised to read
oas follows:

"Simultaneous dispattch of catalogues, price lists, trade notices,
and travel literature from the place of origin to different addresses
in the territory of importation shall not debar such documents from
this exemption, oven if grouped together for subsoquenrt dispatch to
separate addresses in that territory, provided the above conditions
are met in the case of each consignee"

'Aticle V

The United States suggests that "35 rmn" be substituted for "16 mm" or,
nlternatively, that no width limitation be included. Considering the limita-
tions in the draft article, industrial films for advertising or demonstration
purposes of all standard widths 'could be granted the duty-free treatment
contemplated without real. danger of abuse. L number of industries in the
United States now uso 35 ima films and film strips for the purposes sot forth
in Article V.

There would appear to be' Ilo reason for treating this material Pany
differently from the items covered under Article III, and, therefore, the
United States suggests that the six-rmlonth time lijit for re-exportation be
provided in Article V also. Accordingly, the parenthetical phrase in the
first sentence of the Article and the last sontonoc of the Article should be
deleted.

ALrticle. VII

In order to clarify the provision, the Uniited States suggests that the
laznuage of paragraph 1 be roeplacbd with the following:
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"Each contracting party shall, as far as possible,
decrease and samplify the formalities required by it in
respect to matters covered by the present Convention."

Article XI

The United States considers that acceptance by ton countries might
appropriately be specified as a requirement for the Convention's entry into
force.

Article XIX

The United. States suggests that the duration of the Convention be five
years and indefinitely thereafter unless denounced on siX monthvs'notice by a
contracting state after the initial five-year period..

Drafting Changes

The above comments relate to substantive points and not. to points which
might call for only a modification in form, The Uiited States will be
prepared to suggest drafting changes at the Seventh Session.

Draft Recommendations on Documentary Requirements for the

1Mortation of Goods

Con.'ained Standard Invoice Form

Since governments generally do not require both a commercial invoice and
a consular invoice, it is suggested that the words "in addition to tho commer-
cial invoice" be deleted from the first sentence. The combined form would
include both consular invoices and certificates of origin, where required.
Accordingly, (1) It/or" should be deleted from the same sentence, and (2) the
second sentence should be revised to read as follows:

"The combined forms should invariably be treated as a
substitute for,. and not. an addition to, any other documents
required of tho exporter."

The use of the word- "Standard" in the title of the recommendation conveys
the impression that what is sought is an internationally standardized combined
form, whereas what was intended is a single combined forn which would be stan-
dard for a particular country. In order to avoid a misleading impression, it
would appear desirable to drop the word "Standard" from the title,

Sta dardized Consular Invoice

The United States has taken note of the suggestions made by foroeign-
traders for the adoption by governments requiring consular in'oices of an
invoice form comon to all such governments, The United States has from time
to time studied the proposal and has participated in international discussions
In an effort to got agreement to a standard form of customs invoice which
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would be acceptable to the custoft authorities of the various countries
requiring such documentation. While these efforts have. so far not met with
success, the United. States believes that ths desirability of such standardi-
zation is so manifest and universal that consideration should be given to the
possibility of reflecting the desirability of this obJective in the proposed
standards on documentary requirements.

Draft Recommendations on Consular Formalities

With respect to item 3 concerning corrections, it was the understanding
of the United States member of the Working Party that the members were unani-
mously agreed that this item would not preclude the consular authorities of a
signatory government from imposing a reasonable charge for visaing a replace-
ment invoice required to be furnished because of a substantial defeat it the
original invoice discovered in the country of destination, It is suggested
th#t, in aoord Wti this interpretation, the language of Item 3 be revised as
follows:

"3, No charge in addition to a regular consular fee for
any required replacement document should be imposed for
mistakes made in good faith by the exporter in drawing
up the document, and. within reasonable limits corrections
should be permitted;"

Time Period for Legalization of Consular Invoices

The United States suggests an additional recommendation that: "No
penalties or additional charges should be applied when invoices are presented
for consular legalization up to at least ten days after the departure of the
carrier or the date of arrival of the carrier at destination, whichever is
earlier,"

Exporters are frequently unnecessarily pressed ty the requirements of many
governments that consular invoices must be presented for legalization at least
24- hours, and sometimLes even 48 hours, before the sailing or departure of the
carrier. Especially when the shipment consists of goods from various places
within the exporting country and assembled at the port; it is often not possible
to know in advance precisely what may be deliverable to the carrier in time9
Standard practice that would allow invoices to be presented for consular legal-
ization within a reasonable specified period after departure of the carrier
would not only be a recognition of the practical needs of exporters, it would
also reduce the need for the later filing of corrections' with attendant trouble
for both shipper and consul,.

Exempt ion from onsular Formalities for Ego
oSml Value

As a further recommendation the United States suggests that shipments below
a reasonable minimum value should be-exempted from consular formalities.
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Many countries now set a minimum value below which, shipments do not require
consular documents Thispractice reflects their recognition that the move-
ment ofshipments ofsmallvalue should not hampered by the fulldocumentaryrequirements and that whatever revenuesmay bederived from the legalization
of documents is scarcely worth theadministrative effort involved.The
purpose ofthe suggestion for the insertion of an additional recommendation on
this point is to encourage counties which do not now waive consular require-
ments for shipments below certain values to adopt the practice already followed
by the majority or countries.
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UNITED NATIONSLEGAL DEPARTMENT

Commentson Final clauses in Draft International Convention for the
~~~~ttoofConnercialS=Purp Importation of Commerical Samples and lest__Q

AdvcrtisingMterial

This settlement of disputes clause providing for negotiation between
the parties and for reference to an arbitrator is well drafted for the
purposes for which it is intended. However, we would also submit for your
attention the following clause providing for reference to the International
Court of Justice which is a standard clause frequently to be found in conventions
adopted under the auspices :f the United Nationss

ay'z dispute which r, arism between any two tatesre contracting Sta4es
concerning the interpretation or applicatflon of this convention whic is
not settled by negotiation, shall at the request of any one of the
parties to the dispute be referred to the International Court of Justice
for decision, unless they agree to another mode of settlement,"

In our wiew, the provision allowing the Convention to be open for a
limited period only is unnecessary since the accession clause in Irticle X
provides that the latter method of becoming a party to the Convention is
available to all States as from the date of opening for signature. We would
therefore suggest the omission of the words "until o..." unless thore is a
specific reason for then of which we,, as at present advised, are unaware

We would also draw to your attention the possibility of deleting
everything after the words "not a MLiber of the United Nations" and substi-
tuting the following: "which the Contracting Parties to the GIMTT ry declare
to be eligible." This amenj.nient would have the efect of avoiding casting the
burden of the decision reg-arding eligibility upon the General Assembly and
iLstoad transposing it to what possibly be the more appropriate body in
the circumstances, namely, the Contracting Parties,

Lrile XIV

In order that all the States referred to in paragraph 1 of Irticle IX
should receive the various notifications under this Irticle the latter
should be amended to read as follows: "The Secretary-General of the United
Nations shall notify all States referred to in paragraph 1 of Articlo IX of
all signatures *.n.."

positciu2: The Word "authentic" should be substituted for the word
"authoritative"t The last sentence should also be amended to read as follows:
"The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall transmit certified copies
thereof to all States referred to in paragraph I of Article IX*.
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Reservationsclause: We would take this opportunity of drawing your attention
to paragraph 1 of resolution 598(VI) of the General Assembly which reads
as follows:

"l. RECOMMENDS that organs of the United Nations, specialized
agencies and States should, in the course of preparing multilateral
conventions, consider the insertion therein of provisions relating
to the admissibility or non-admissibility of reservations and to
the effect to be attributed to them;".

This recommendations, as you know, resulted from serious uncertainties
which arose front the differences of opinion among govermentsn as to whether
certain reserving States were in fact parties to the Genocide Conventions and
as to the legal effect of objection. to the reservations which they had m.de
to that Convention, which did not contain a specific article on the subject.
Our experience in carry:tng out depositeavir functions bears out the advantage
of avoiding controversy be the, use of such an acla

In the light of this recor.raendat.ion, therefore, we are setting out
three draft reservations clauses which may be appropriate for inclusion in
the present Convention.,

Clause A blwc&i offers great fli biLqt in xL.li ng the significance
of a reservotcnatid:Jtt=coitstwb..iiwi.. a convention by early- exchange of
views within the approp-r-iat.`ae orLan'thu9 avoiding the uncertainties which
result from bctoocn 4511e, depooittary and che many governments
concerned,,

Clause B attcmplt'ks to 0ci-dify tho rul& heretofore foil oied by the
League of Nation6 mnd Eaited Nlztiorx Socrcr:tariats For s:implicity both ot
drafting and of oporatJion, however9 th.is cLatuse doos not purport to give

* logal fore e tor) a: roe ovation amacle 'a signatures or to ox. obJbection thereto,
allowing such a rpsorvat:ion mor Ly to sorve as fa tual nioti.. util a legal
detormination can be iwade by ttho Proceduroe it est-ablishes at the tine of
ratdiiation,, 'A full procedure for dealing wid reservations at signature
can be provided) of course, but it makes for a more cuiabersome article.

Clause C is the sarie as Clauseo B bult nl addition it embodies the
proposal made by the Internatiooal Law Comnmiss.on inits report on the
subJect of resorwrit:ions %:.o tho stxh session of£ the Goneral 'ssasembly and is
intended to enable signato7r , tates to obj 3ct-i;4 reservations within a
reasonable tirx lirt.t 0t6herwise; however, b'ath, this and the previous example
follow the claesia contractual concept of a muit4lateral .cQnvention in requiring
that a State may becorae a party to a convention subject 4to a reservation only if
all the States having a direct interest in the convention expressly or tacitly
consent 4tereto

*Q_, Lny State may rxke its ratification or accession to the
present Convention conditional upon any rese-vation which .4s approved by tho
contracting partiot .to the Getieral gee'Cment on Taiffs ad Trade by a
two-third '1three..oubtbs/ v(oe.':
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an L. Iu the event that any State submits a reservation to any
of the art .cles of this Convention at the time of signature, ratification or
accession, tfie Secretary-General shall communicate the text of such reservation
to all Sftdet which are or may become parties to this Convention. In the case
of a reservation mad!e at the time of ratification or acoesion, any State which
has theretof*oro ratified or acceded (or, if the Convention has not entered into
force which has ratified or acceded by the date of determining its entry into
force5, shall have the right to object to any such reservation. If no objection
is received by the Secretary-General from any State entitled to object by the
________th day from thel date of his cozamicatlon (or by the date of
determining the entry into force, whichever is th3 later), the reservation
shall be deemed to be accepted

2. In the event of an objection being received by the Secretary-General
from any such State he shall notify the State making the reservation of such
objection, and request it to inform him whether it is prepared to ratify or
accede without the reservation or whether it prefers to abstv4n from
ratification or accessiono

lauQse0. . In the event that. any. State submits a reservation to any
of the articles of this Convention at the time of signature, ratification or
accession,. the Seoreta*rGenora shall communicate the text of such reservation
to all States which are or may become parties to this Convention. In the case
of a reservation made at the time of ratifle.ation or accession, any State which
has theretofore signed, ratified or acceded (or, if the Convention has not
entered into force, which has signed, ratitied or acceded by the date of
determining its entry into force), shall have the right to object to pn such
reservation. If no objection is received by the Secretary'.General.from any
State entitled to object by the .th day from the date of his
communication (or from the date of determining the entry into force, whichever
is the later), the reservation shall be deemed to be accepted.

2. In the event of an objection being received by the Secretary-General
from any such State he shall notify the State.making the reservation of, such
objection and request it to inform him whether it is prepared to ratify or
accede without the reservation or whether it prefers to abstain from ratification
or accession.

3. lin objection by a signatory State, however, shall cease to have the
effect of excluding the State raking the reservation from becoming a party to
the Convention Jf, within a period of twelve months from the date of making
its objection Lof three years from the date of its signature/, the objecting
State has not ratified the Convention,
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ,

InternationalCivil Avitation Organizationt
raft RecommendationsonDocumentar; ortation

TIM, INTM ETIONAL CQLRGOHE VINTERNATIONAL CARGOI

The Secrotariat of the Intornaeional Civil Aviateon Orgarniation
has indicated in a letter dated 15 ,ugust' 1952 that the Auesti n of
standardizing and sirr1ifying transport domplifying s of mconsidormelo
intorost to I.C*A*Oo- for the advanta.A.O. spocd in shipping by air
is largely nullified unless documents aro standardized and simplified",

In its comxn=.cation, the I*C.AzOo Socretariat has drawn attention
to tho Rocorrondod Practico adopted sono ycars ago and conteinod In
imox 9 to tho Convention on Intornational, Civil i aviation. It wais
roconmonded that "in any case where a Contracting State roquirow
evidence of origin or valuo of cargo in a particular form, it shoud
accept a Vinglo docuricnt" and that Itcopics of this document should
bc accoptod' by the public authorities coneornod in liou of separate
forms,, such as consulzr invoices, certificatos of origin, cortifiqatoo
of value, export declarations, and tho like".

The ItC*A.O. also recor.iends in the caso of air transport a
standard form which was called "Intornational Cargo Invoico" and
which was contaijnod in ppondix 8 of the Convention*

The Secretariat of tho I.C. !cO* suggests that the Contracting
PFatSOBs nay wish to tako .Into account the Intornational Cargo Invoieo
in the development of any standarciizod gonoral purpose invoice wheh
GITT might be devroloping.


